Enhanced CD40 and ICOSL expression on dendritic cells surface improve anti-tumor immune responses; effectiveness of mRNA/chitosan nanoparticles.
Objective: To improve dendritic cells (DCs) function, we targeted DCs to over express CD40 and inducible costimulator ligand (ICOSL) costimulatory molecules along with total messenger RNA (mRNA) of tumor cells to achieve a safe and effective system for treatment of tumor. Materials and methods: We generated CD40 and ICOSL mRNA in vitro and manipulated DCs using chitosan nanoparticles and also lipofectamine transfection system then examined in vitro and in vivo. Results: Mice bone marrow derived DCs pulsed with total tumor mRNA/CD40 mRNA or ICOSL mRNA showed higher expression of DCs maturation markers (CD40, ICOSL, CD86, and MHC-II) and accelerated secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Co-culture of DCs with T cells enhanced proliferation of T cells and shift toward stronger Th1 cytokine responses especially in presence of CD40 over expressed DCs. Intra-tumor administration of manipulated DCs to 4T1 tumor mice model showed delay in growth of tumor volume, trend to increase in mice survival, and stronger anti-tumor cytokines production in splenocytes of mice model (with higher efficacy of mRNA/chitosan nanoparticle system). Conclusions: Hence, we suggest that targeting intra-tumor DCs to elicit expression of CD40 and ICOSL and present broad range of tumor antigens could yield effective anti-tumor responses. In this regard, CD40 molecule manipulation trigger stronger functions, while mRNA/chitosan nanoparticles system could provide a high potent tool for targeting strategies.